A technique is presented for the algebraic decoding of block codes over a q-ary input, Q-ary output channel (Q > q). It is assumed that an algebraic decoding algorithm is known for a simple channel such as a channel where the input alphabet is identical to the output alphabet. This decoding algorithm is then adapted for use over the actual channel.
INTRODUCTION
In the study of algebraic codes, and specifically decoding algorithms for such codes, the assumption is often made that the transmission channel accepts symbols from the coding alphabet and produces symbols from this same alphabet. In actuality we know that for most real communications channels, the output of the channel is an analog signal which must then be quantized to yield symbols from a finite output alphabet. The size of this alphabet is equal to the number of quantization levels and can be chosen by the system designer.
Choosing the output alphabet equal in size to the input alphabet has been called a "hard-decision receiver." The use of such a receiver acts as a channel in cascade with the actual communications channel ,and the channel capacity
BASIC CONCEPTS
We assume that we are given a q-ary input, Q-ary output channel which for every use of the channel accepts a symbol from the set X = {0, 1 .... , q --1} and produces a symbol from the set Y = {L 0 , L 1 , . . . , L o _ l } . We will assume that X is a subset of Y so that certain of the L i are elements of X.
For n uses of the channel, the channel accepts a sequence of n symbols from X and produces a sequence of n symbols from Y. We let X n denote the set of all input n-tuples, X = ( x 1 , x~ ,..., x~) , x i ~ X. Similarly Yn denotes the set of all output n-tuples, Y = ( Y l , Y 2 , . . . , Y~) , Y~ ~Y. Note that X ~ is a subset of Y% The channel is described by the conditional probabilities P~(Y I X) for all X ~ X n and Y ~ Y% A code C is a subset of M input n-tuples, denoted X1, X 2 ,..., -~U. The coding problem is as follows: One of the code words, say X'i, is chosen and impressed as an input to the channel resulting in the output Y. A decoding function D ( ]~) = X* maps all Y~ Y~ into elements of C, denoted X*. We say that a decoding error has occurred if _~* va X i . The probability of error for a fixed code and for a decoding rule is defined as the average probability of a decoding error, averaged over the use of all M code words.
The minimum probability of error decoding rule is that decoding rule which minimizes the probability of error for a fixed code. Denote such a rule as Dp(Y).
To every input-output pair of X E X ~ and Y ~ Y~ we assign a real number d(X, Y) satisfying the conditions:
for every X, X ' ~ X ~ and Y ~ Y% (2)
Note that d ( --, --) satisfies some but not all properties of a metric. The second condition is called the triangle inequality.
A minimum distance decoding rule maps Y into the code word with largest index i such that d (Xi, Y )~ d(Xj, Y) for all j. Denote such a rule as DD(Y). Let P [Xi] be the a priori probability of transmitting X~.
LEMMA 1. For all X i~C and Y~Y~, a sufficient condition for
Proof. The proof follows directly from the fact that a minimum probability of error decoding rule maps Y into that code word having the largest a posteriori probability.
We define the minimum distance of the code, dMm , as
for all X i and _~j E C. Input alphabet: X = {0, 1 .... , q --1}.
That is, the output alphabet is the union of the input alphabet with the set E, where E is a set which contains only one element, the erasure element e. Finally, for all X ~ X ~ and Y E Y~, we define
The minimum distance of the code, dim, is just the ordinary Hamming distance. Lemma 2 states that if a minimum distance decoding rule is used, a sufficient condition for correct decoding is that (# of erasures) + 2(# of errors) < dMm.
If the channel is memoryless so that
P,~(Y ] X) = ~I P~(Y~ [ x~),
/=1
if the code words are transmitted with equal a priori probabilities, and if
I Pl xi = Y~ P~(y~
I x~) = pe x, =/= Yi, Y~ 4 = e,(8)
P~

Yi = e
where Pl @ (q --1)P2 +Pz = 1, from Lemma 1 we have that a sufficient condition for DD(Y ) = De(Y ) is that
This condition seems restrictive, yet need be only approximately satisfied; the rule p~Z ~P 3 is an important principle for erasure channels. It should be noted that if the per letter distances/z(x, y) satisfy the triangle inequality,
also satisfy the triangle inequality.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRINCIPAL RESULTS
In ordinary use, algebraic codes are designed for use over channels where the output alphabet is identical to the input alphabet or perhaps equal to the union of the input alphabet and the set containing only the erasure symbols. A distance is defined between n-tuples from the input and output alphabets and a decoding function, either minimum distance or bounded distance, is utilized. The channel for which the code and decoding function is designed will be called the design channel. It is the purpose of this paper to show how to use such a code and decoding function for channels other than the design channel.
The basic technique is to replace the single output n-tuple of the actual channel by a set of n-tuples, these n-tuples being possible outputs of the design channel. The decoding function for the design channel operates separately on each of these n-tuples yielding a set of "candidate" code words. A simple test yields one of these candidates as the final decoded code word. The main result of this paper is to show that if the distances in the actual channel and in the design channel are related in a certain way, then such a decoding rule yields the same code word as a bounded distance decoder matched to the actual channel.
To differentiate between the actual channel and the design channel we will adopt the following notation:
We will assume that X is a subset of Z. In the examples presented later we will take X = Z or Z =-X td E (where, as before, E is the set containing only the erasure element). Our procedure requires the following parameters and definitions. We 
We relate the distances in the actual channel and the design channel by the following equation: We would then try to choose the parameter r, the weights {wo}2= 1 and the mapping M(Y) so that (12) is satisfied. In actual use, we would probably not prespecify d(X, Y) but rather choose all other parameters and mappings to yield "reasonable" values for d (X, Y) . This is the approach taken in the examples presented later. We will require that d(X, X') = d0(X , X'), for all X, X' E X".
This can be achieved by choosing M(X) as for all X ~ X%
since the weights are normalized as in (10). As a result of (13), the minimum distance of the code, d M I N , a s defined in (3) is unique whether the distance measure is taken as d(--, --) or do(--, --). We now give a detailed description of the decoding algorithm.
(1) For a received n-tuple Y, produce the set of vectors {Z,(Y)}S= 1 from the mapping M(Y).
(2) Using the decoding rule for the design channel, D0(Z), we attempt to decode each Zo to a code word. If the decoding rule for the design channel is minimum distance we decode for all a = 1, 2 ..... r. If a bounded distance decoding rule is used we may fail to decode for some a. We call the set of a for which we fail to decode T and we call the decoded code words .~,* for ~r ~ T. and (3) Define: 
~S i for i : 1, 2,..., M. Decode to the code word having the largest index i such that P, ~ P j , j = 1, 2,..., 3I.
Assume code word X" 1 was transmitted and )7 was received. (Note that all decoding rules were written to choose the largest index code word in case of a tie. Thus, assuming code word -~a was transmitted is a worst case situation.) Define do = a0(Xl, &(y). From (19), (16) and (23),
aCSoU S 1 a ¢ S o U S 1
Subtracting (27) from (26) we obtain M
P * -X PJ >/aura ~ w~-2 ~ w i l e -E wa(dMIN-2do). (28)
]=2 a = l e = l aeSo From (24), the last summation is negative. From (10), (12) and (21) M
P~ --~ P, >~ d v m -2d(X~, Y). (29)
3=2
Thus
j=8
Since all Pj are nonnegative, P1 must be the largest P~.. Q.E.D.
Since (14) holds, then if d(X1, Y) < dMm/2, then it can be seen that at least one candidate code word is the transmitted code word. Several interesting observations regarding the decoding algorithm follow.
(1) The decoding algorithm may decode correctly for many received n-tuples of distance greater than dM~N/2 from the transmitted code word.
This statement is true even if the decoding rule for the design channel is a bounded distance rule.
(2) Although the decoding algorithm requires the computation of M, Pi's, there can be at most r nonzero Pi's.
(3) A modified version of the decoding algorithm for which Theorem 1 is also true is as follows: Assume the code is a systematic code with M ~ qk code words. Let the first k positions in the code word be the information positions and let Xo* = (xo*, xo~ .... , xo,), ~ ~ T.
Replace Eqs. (17)- (20) The three decoding algorithms may decode to different code words if the conditions of Theorem 1 are not satisfied. In the cases where the three algorithms produce different code words, it is not known which of the three decoders yield better performance.
(5) A further modification of the decoding algorithm applies when the code is majority logic decodable. The details are omitted here and the interested reader is referred to Wainberg (1972) .
FURTHER DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES
In this section we give examples illustrating the previously described techniques. In each case, we take Z to be either
In the next two examples, the distances and mappings are specified in terms of scalars rather than vectors. That is, we first define tz(xi, Yi) and
Then, as in Example 1, we write
Here, the ith component of M(Y) is IvI(yi). In the last example, the distances are specified in terms of vectors rather than scalars. Note that for a random error channel and for some design channel distance measures, such as the Hamming distance (or modified form as in Example 1) and Lee distance, Eq. (12) 
Replace Eqs. (17)- (20) The three decoding algorithms may decode to different code words if the conditions of Theorem 1 are not satisfied. In the cases where the three algorithms produce different code words, it is not known which of the three decoders yield better performance. P2 =Rlwl+Ra% = 2 / 7 , P, = 0 , j = 3 , 4 ..... 9.
The decoder decodes correctly to X1 = ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) since P1 > P~ for all j. Note that if a hard decision receiver were used, the n-tuple received would have been the first row of M(Y) and the (design channel) decoder would have decoded incorrectly to X 2 . 
FINAL REMARKS
In this paper, it has been shown that decoding algorithms which are designed for one output alphabet can be used effectively for channels with a different output alphabet. In the examples, the output alphabet for which the decoding algorithm was designed was taken to be either the input alphabet or the union of the input alphabet with an erasure symbol. This is unnecessarily restrictive as once the techniques of this paper are used to yield a decoding algorithm for a more general output alphabet, then the alphabet can become the output alphabet of the design channel.
No experimental results have been presented and no definite methods are given for choosing the weights, metrics, decoder mappings, etc. These items could serve as subjects for future study.
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